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Abstract—Most coordinated tasks performed by teams of
mobile robots require reliable communications between team
members. Therefore, task accomplishment requires that robots
navigate their environment with their collective movement restricted to formations that guarantee integrity of the communication network. Maintaining this communication capability induces
physical constraints on trajectories but also requires determination of communication variables like routes and transmitted
powers. This problem is addressed here using a distributed hybrid approach. Continuous distributed motion controllers based
on potential fields interact with discrete distributed optimization
of communication variables to result in a muti-robot network
ensuring communication integrity. The definition of network
integrity differs from existing approaches in that it is not based
only on the topology of the network but also on metrics that are
of interest to the performance of communication between robots
and a fixed infrastructure. Specifically, integrity is defined as the
ability of the network to support desired communication rates.
The ability of the hybrid controller to guarantee communication
integrity while robots move to accomplish their task is studied
theoretically and numerically.
Index Terms—Robotic teams, network optimization, convex
optimization, distributed algorithms, hybrid systems.

I. I NTRODUCTION

M

OBILE robot networks have recently emerged as an
inexpensive and robust way to address a wide variety
of tasks ranging from exploration, surveillance and reconnaissance, to cooperative construction and manipulation. Efficient
information exchange and coordination between members of
the team are critical for successful completion of these tasks.
E.g., recent work on distributed consensus and state agreement has strongly depended on multi-hop communication for
convergence and performance guarantees [1]–[3].
Multi-hop communication in multi-robot systems has typically relied on constructs from graph theory, with proximity
graphs gaining the most popularity. This is consistent with
early approaches to wireless networking that used disk models
to abstract the physical layer [4]–[9]. In this context, communication becomes equivalent to topological connectivity, defined
as the property of a graph to transmit information between all
pairs of nodes.
Preservation and control of topological connectivity was
first addressed in [10] in the context of connectivity preserving
rendezvous. Since then, it has gained increased popularity with
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approaches that strictly maintain communication links [11]–
[14], being followed by least restrictive ones that allow links
to be lost [15, 16]. In terms of solution techniques, approaches
are both centralized [11, 14] and distributed [12, 13, 15, 16],
with the former typically based on semidefinite programming
[11, 12, 17] or potential fields [14], and the latter on switched
and hybrid systems theory [13, 15, 16].
Although graphs provide a simple abstraction of inter-robot
communications, it has long being recognized that since links
in a wireless network do not entail tangible connections,
associating links with arcs on a graph can be somewhat
arbitrary. Indeed, topological definitions of connectivity start
by setting target signal strengths to draw the corresponding
graph. Even small differences in target strengths might result
in dramatic differences in network topology [18]. As a result,
graph connectivity is necessary but not nearly sufficient to
guarantee communication integrity, interpreted as the ability
of a network to support desired communication rates.
This paper employs a simple, yet effective, modification that
relies on weighted graph models with weights that capture
the packet error probability of each link [19]. When using
reliabilities as link metrics it is possible to model routing
and scheduling problems as optimization problems that accept
link reliabilities as inputs [20, 21]. The key idea proposed in
this paper is to define connectivity in terms of communication
rates and to use optimization formulations to describe optimal
operating points of wireless networks. The use of optimization
as a mathematical tool to analyze network protocols dates
back to [22] and has been extensively used in wired [23,
24] and wireless networks [25]–[27]. General optimal wireless
networking problems are defined to determine end-to-end user
rates, routes, link capacities, and transmitted power, as well as
frequency and power allocations [28]–[33]. Due to the lack of
a duality gap, such problems can be simplified by working in
the dual domain [28, 29, 31]–[33].
The main contribution of this work is the use of optimal wireless network design to develop novel alternatives
for mobility control. In particular, we decompose control
in the communication and physical domains, so that the
communication variables are updated in discrete time via a
distributed gradient descent algorithm on the dual function,
while robot motion is regulated in continuous time by means of
appropriate distributed barrier potentials that maintain desired
communication rates. Composition of these techniques results
in a distributed multi-robot hybrid system for which we show
that desired communication rates are always guaranteed. The
challenge we need to address is that working in the dual
domain ensures feasibility of the primal variables only asymptotically. In fact, as the robots move, the optimal solution in the
communications space drifts, which introduces an infeasibility
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Fig. 1. Robot network consisting of two access points (APs) and three
robots (Rs). Robots generate data packets related to their assigned task at a
rate 0 ≤ ri ≤ 1. They collaborate to convey this information to the APs by
relaying data for each other. The position function R(xi , xj ) is the reliability
of the channel between robots i and j, whereas Tij denotes the probability
that robot i routes packets to robot j. The product Tij R(xi , xj ) is the average
rate at which packets are successfully conveyed from robot i to terminal j.

gap in the primal variables. This precludes verbatim use of
those variables in barrier potentials in the physical domain.
We provide bounds for this gap in terms of problem specific
parameters and propose mobility controllers that ensure stability of the integrated system, in that desired bounds on the
infeasibility gap are always met and a local optimum in the
joint communication and mobility space is reached. A related
problem that considers optimal communications based on Tslot time averages of the primal variables for general mobility
schemes was recently addressed in [34]. The difference with
our work, is that [34] does not explicitly control robot motion.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
defines network integrity in terms of communication rates and
develops dual decomposition for distributed optimal communication. Section III integrates distributed motion control with
optimization of the communication variables in a distributed
hybrid multi-robot system. Section IV discusses performance
of the proposed algorithm. Section V presents simulations to
illustrate the performance of the proposed approach.
II. O PTIMAL W IRELESS N ETWORKING
Consider a mobile network composed of J robots and a
fixed infrastructure with K access points (APs). The robots
move throughout an area of interest to accomplish an assigned
task for which it is necessary to maintain reliable communications with the infrastructure. Due to, e.g., power constraints
or an adverse propagation environment, robots collaborate to
maintain a multihop network with the APs.
Let xi for i = 1, . . . , J denote the positions of the robots
and xi for i = J + 1, . . . , J + K the positions of the APs. The
set of all positions x = [xT1 , . . . , xTJ+K ]T is referred to as the
spatial configuration of the network. We model communication
by a link reliability metric R(y1 , y2 ) denoting the probability
that a packet transmitted from a terminal located at position
y1 is correctly decoded by a terminal at position y2 . This
function determines the probability Rij , R(xi , xj ) with
which a packet transmitted by node i is correctly decoded
by node j. Node j is a robot if j ≤ J or an AP otherwise.
Using R0 to denote the transmission rate of the terminals’
radios, the effective transmission rate from i to j is the rate

R0 R(xi , xj ) at which information is successfully conveyed
in this link. To simplify notation we work with normalized
rates by making R0 = 1. This means that rates are measured
as (dimensionless) fractions of the transmission rate R0 . To
recover rates measured in information units per second it
suffices to multiply by R0 . Here, we assume all robots use
the same transmission rate R0 . This assumption is easy to lift.
We further denote as ri ∈ [0, 1] the normalized average rate
at which robot i delivers information to the APs. If robot i can
reach some of the APs, which is possible if the probability
R(xi , xj ) is reasonably large for some j ∈ {J + 1, . . . , J +
K}, packets are directly conveyed to the corresponding AP.
Otherwise, packets are routed to another robot for subsequent
transmission. We model this process through the introduction
of routing probabilities Tij denoting the probability with which
robot i selects node j, either a robot or an AP, as a destination
of its transmitted packets; see Fig. 1.
Between their generation or arrival from another robot and
their transmission, packets are stored in a queue; see Fig. 2.
Packets leave the queue at robot i upon transmittion to any
other node j and successful decoding by this intended nexthop. Since these two events are independent, the normalized
rate at which packets are sent from i to j is Tij R(xi , xj ). The
aggregate rate at which packets leave the i-th queue is then
XJ+K
riout =
Tij R(xi , xj ).
(1)
j=1

Similarly, a packet arrives at robot i coming from robot j,
when robot j selects i as the next hop and i correctly decodes
the packet. This happens with probability Tji R(xj , xi ). Considering that packets are also locally generated at a rate ri , the
rate at which packets arrive at the i-th queue is
XJ
riin = ri +
Tji R(xj , xi ).
(2)
j=1

Note that the sum in (1) is up to J + K because packets can
be sent to another robot or an AP, whereas the sum in (2) is
up to J because packets are received from peer robots only.
If the average rate at which packets arrive at the i-th queue is
smaller than the average rate at which packets leave this queue,
i.e., if riin ≤ riout , then the queue empties infinitely often with
probability one. This provides an almost sure guarantee that
packets are eventually delivered to the AP as long as riin ≤ riout .
Thus, our interest is to determine routing probabilities Tij and
rates ri that satisfy the flow inequality
XJ+K
XJ
ri ≤
Tij R(xi , xj ) −
Tji R(xj , xi ).
(3)
j=1

j=1

Any set of variables {ri }∀i and {Tij }∀i,j that satisfy (3)
ensures information delivery. A basic requirement is that all
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robots communicate with the infrastructure APs at least at a
basal rate of ri0 packets per time unit. When this happens we
say that we have network integrity as we formally define next.
Definition 1 (Network integrity) Given positions xi and
basal rates ri0 , network integrity implies the availability of
rates {ri }∀i and routing variables {Tij }∀i,j for which the
inequalities in (3) hold and ri ≥ ri0 , for all i.
We remark that network integrity refers not only to existence
but availability of variables satisfying the stated constraints.
For a given spatial configuration x there might be various
sets of variables that ensure network integrity. To select an
element of this set we introduce strictly concave optimality
criteria Ui (ri ) and Vij (Tij ) measuring the value associated
with variables ri and Tij respectively. The operating point is
then selected as the solution of the optimization problem
XJ
XJ XJ+K
Px = max
Ui (ri ) +
Vij (Tij ) (4)
ri , Tij

s.t

i=1

ri +

J
X
j=1

ri ≥ ri0 ,

i=1

Tji R(xj , xi ) ≤
XJ+K
j=1

j=1

J+K
X

Tij R(xi , xj ),

j=1

Tij ≤ 1,

where the flow inequality constraint [cf. (3)], the basal
rate constraint ri ≥ ri0 , and the probability constraint
P
J+K
j=1 Tij ≤ 1 are required for all i ∈ {1, . . . , J}. To ensure
network integrity for given robot positions x, we need to find
∗
∗
optimal routing probabilities Tx,ij
and rates rx,i
that solve
∗
the optimization problem in (4). This implies rates rx,i
that
exceed desired basal rates ri0 for all terminals, while assigning
the remaining resources in a manner that is optimal in terms
of the utilities Ui (ri ) and Vij (Tij ). Observe that the optimal
utility yield Px depends on the spatial configuration x, as so
∗
∗
do the sets of optimal routing and rate variables Tx,ij
and rx,i
.
For fixed spatial configuration x, the reliabilities R(xi , xj ) are
fixed and the problem in (4) attains a simple convex form.
Remark 1 (Utility functions) Utilities Ui (ri ) in (4) are metrics that compare different network operating points. Thinking
of nodes as economic agents and of utilities Ui (ri ) as the value
of ratePri , the network’s objective is to maximize the social
value i Ui (ri ). Example utilities are linear Ui (ri ) = wi ri
and logarithmic Ui (ri ) = wi log(ri ). Linear utilities yield
larger rates, while logarithmic utilities yield fairer operating
points because they penalize small rates ri . In most network
optimization problems utilities Vij (Tij ) associated with routing variables Tij are not used, i.e., they are set to Vij (Tij ) = 0.
In the problems considered here Vij (Tij ) may be useful.
E.g., making Vij (Tij ) = −wij Tij2 encourages packet splitting
through different paths. Packet splitting improves robustness
to link and robot failures and increases the ability of the
algorithm to discover neighboring robots. The required strict
concavity of Vij (Tij ) precludes the use of Vij (Tij ) = 0 in (4).
A. Distributed Optimal Communication
Solving (4) necessitates discovery of the network’s topology
by a designated terminal, followed by dissemination of the
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optimal operating variables. This process not only entails a
large communication cost but it also incurs significant delays
and is vulnerable to failures. Alternatively, it is possible to
devise a distributed solution by exploiting the separability of
the Lagrangian dual of (4). To do so, consider the optimal
communication problem in (4), associate Lagrange multipliers
λi with each of the routing constraints in (3), and define the
Lagrangian as
XJ
XJ XJ+K
Lx (λ, T, r) =
Ui (ri ) +
Vij (Tij ) (5)
i=1
i=1
j=1
h XJ+K
i
XJ
XJ
+
λi
Tij R(xi , xj )−
Tji R(xj , xi )−ri ,
i=1

j=1

j=1

J

where λ, r ∈ R are column vectors of Lagrange multipliers
λi and rates ri , respectively, and T ∈ RJ×J+K is a matrix
of routing probabilities Tij . The dual function is then defined
as the maximum of the Lagrangian with respect to primal
variables that satisfy the constraints that were not included in
the Lagrangian, i.e.,
gx (λ) =
ri ≥ri0 ,

max
P
J+K
j=1

Tij ≤1

Lx (λ, T, r),

(6)

PJ+K
where the constraints ri ≥ ri0 and
j=1 Tij ≤ 1 are
required for all i. The dual problem is finally defined as
the minimization of the dual function, Dx = minλ≥0 gx (λ),
with the corresponding set of optimal dual variables denoted
as λ∗x . Notice that the Lagrangian Lx (λ, T, r), the dual
function gx (λ), and the optimal dual value Dx are all defined
parametrically with respect to spatial configuration x. Since for
given positions x, the problem in (4) is convex it holds that
Dx = Px implying that we can work with the dual problem
in lieu of the primal problem in (4). In particular, a distributed
algorithm can be obtained by implementing gradient descent
in the dual domain.
To implement gradient descent we need to compute a
gradient of the dual function, which can be obtained from
the primal Lagrangian maximizers, see e.g., [35]. For given
λ and spatial configuration x define the primal Lagrangian
maximizers as
{rx,i (λ)}∀i , {Tx,ij (λ)}∀i,j ,

argmax Lx (λ, T, r). (7)

ri ≥ri0 ,
PJ+K
j=1 Tij ≤1

The components of the dual function’s gradient are then
given by the constraint slack associated with {rx,i (λ)}∀i and
{Tx,ij (λ)}∀i,j , i.e.,
XJ+K
[∇gx (λ)]i =
Tx,ij (λ)R(xi , xj )
(8)
j=1
XJ
−
Tx,ji (λ)R(xj , xi ) − rx,i (λ).
j=1

A key observation here is that the Lagrangian in (5) can be
written as a sum of local Lagrangians that depend only on
variables ri and {Tij }∀i . Indeed, it suffices to reorder terms
in (5) to realize that upon defining local Lagrangians

Lx,i (λ, T, r) = Ui (ri ) − λi ri
XJ h
i
Vij (Tij ) + Tij R(xi , xj ) λi −λj
+
j=1
i
XJ+K h
+
Vij (Tij ) + λi Tij R(xi , xj )
(9)
j=J+1
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it is possible to write
Lx (λ, T, r) =

XJ

i=1

Lx,i (λ, T, r).

(10)

The local Lagrangian Lx,i (λ, T, r) is defined so that all
summands of the global Lagrangian Lx (λ, T, r) that involve
primal variables ri and {Tij }J+K
j=1 for given i appear in, and
only in, Lx,i (λ, T, r) [cf. (5) and (9)]. Therefore, to find the
variables rx,i (λ) and {Tx,ij (λ)}J+K
j=1 that maximize the global
Lagrangian as per (7) it suffices to find the arguments that
maximize the local Lagrangians in (9),
rx,i (λ), {Tx,ij (λ)}J+K
j=1 =

argmax Lx,i (λ, T, r). (11)

ri ≥ri0 ,
PJ+K
j=1 Tij ≤1

PJ+K
where the constraints ri ≥ ri0 and j=1 Tij ≤ 1 in (11)
are for the node i under consideration. Contrast (7) and (11)
to observe that in (7) we maximize the global Lagrangian
subject to global constraints, while in (11) we maximize local
Lagrangians with respect to local constraints.
Introduce now an index n and consider time instants
{tn }∞
n=0 at which variables are updated. We can use the
observation in (11) to write the following distributed gradient
descent algorithm for the dual function:
Primal iteration For given Lagrange multipliers λ(tn ) and
spatial configuration x(tn ) compute Lagrangian maximizers
ri (tn ) = rx(tn ),i [λ(tn )] and Tij (tn ) = Tx(tn ),ij [λ(tn )], where
rx(tn ),i [λ(tn )] and Tx(tn ),ij [λ(tn )] are as defined in (7) for
x = x(tn ) and λ = λ(tn ). According to (11), ri (tn ) and
{Tij (tn )}J+K
j=1 can be computed as
ri (tn ), {Tij (tn )}J+K
j=1 =

argmax Lx(tn ),i (λ(tn ), T, r).

ri ≥ri0 ,
PJ+K
j=1 Tij ≤1

(12)
Dual Iteration. Use the primal variables ri (tn ) and Tij (tn )
in (12) to update the dual variables as
h
XJ+K
λi (tn+1 ) = P λi (tn ) − 
Tij (tn )R(xi (tn ), xj (tn ))
j=1
i
XJ
−
Tji (tn )R(xj (tn ), xi (tn )) − ri (tn )
(13)
j=1

where P[·] denotes the projection on the nonnegative orthant.

Letting variables ri (tn ), {Tij (tn )}J+K
j=1 , and λi (tn ) be associated with terminal i, the algorithm in (12)-(13) can be implemented in a distributed manner. The maximization in (12) requires access to local multipliers λi (tn ) and multipliers λj (tn )
from neighboring terminals for which R(xj (tn ), xi (tn )) 6= 0.
Since these terminals can communicate with i, these multipliers can be conveyed to let i compute its primal variables
of interest. Likewise, the dual update in (13) requires access
to local primal variables ri (tn ) and {Tij (tn )}J+K
j=1 as well as
neighboring primal variables {Tji (tn )}Jj=1 from terminals that
can communicate directly with i.
In (13), the Lagrange multiplierλi (tn ) is updated
 as determined by the i-th component ∇gx(tn ) (λ(tn )) i of the
gradient of the dual function corresponding to the spatial
configuration x(tn ) at the time of the update [cf. (8) and

(13)]. On aggregate, the updates in (13) define a projected
– recall that λi ≥ 0 – gradient descent step on the dual
function gx(tn ) (λ(tn )). If spatial configurations are fixed, i.e.,
if x(tn ) = x for all n, we expect that as time progresses
multiplier iterates λ(tn ) approach the optimal multiplier λ∗x .
Provided some technical conditions that we discuss in Section
IV, convergence of the primal variables Tij (tn ) and ri (tn ) to
∗
∗
the optimal network operating point Tx,ij
, rx,i
follows as a
consequence. The effect of time varying spatial configurations
on the performance of (12)-(13) is analyzed in Section IV.
III. D ISTRIBUTED M OTION & C OMMUNICATION C ONTROL
In Section II, we showed that for fixed robot positions x,
the reliabilities R(xi , xj ) are fixed and the problem in (4)
attains a simple convex form. However, this is not the case
for mobile robots that are required to move to accomplish
their assigned task. To address this challenge, we decompose
control in the motion and communication domains so that the
communication variables are updated at discrete time instances
{tn }∞
n=0 via the distributed primal-dual iteration (12)-(13)
while robot positions xi (t) for i = 1, . . . , J are updated in
continuous time. Between times tn and tn+1 positions xi (t)
are updated according to the first order differential equations
ẋi (t) = ui (x(t); σi (tn )),

∀ t ∈ [tn , tn+1 ),

(14)

where the function ui (x(t); σi (tn )) denotes the control signal
of robot i and σi (tn ) denotes a switching signal defined as
J+K
σi (tn ) , {Tij (tn )}j=1
∪ {Tji (tn )}Jj=1 .

(15)

The switching signal σi (tn ) contains all the routing variJ+K
ables {Tij (tn )}j=1
for traffic out of i and all the variables
J
{Tji (tn )}j=1 for traffic incoming to i. Routing variables
{Tij (tn )}J+K
j=1 are locally available at robot i whereas routing variables {Tji (tn )}Jj=1 are received through communication with neighboring terminals, i.e., terminals for which
R(xj (tn ), xi (tn )) 6= 0. The collection of all hybrid robots,
gives rise to a distributed multi-robot hybrid system, where
every robot makes local mobility decisions based on information received from neighboring peers.
The definition of σi (tn ) is such that it contains all the
information that allows us to compute the offered rate at time
t which we define as
XJ+K
βi (x(t); σi (tn )) ,
Tij (tn )R(xi (t), xj (t))
(16)
j=1
XJ
−
Tji (tn )R(xj (t), xi (t)).
j=1

The offered rate βi (x(t); σi (tn )) is the maximum rate that
ensures information delivery for robot i when the spatial
configuration is x(t) and robots route their packets according
to {Tij (tn )}J+K
j=1 .
Observe the distinction between basal rates ri0 , rates ri (tn ),
and offered rates βi (x(t); σi (tn )). Basal rate ri0 is a minimum
system requirement. Rates ri (tn ) denote the solution to (11)
which is chosen as a function of dual variables and exceeds
ri0 for all tn . Offered rate βi (x(t); σi (tn )) is an upper limit
on achievable rates at time t using available routing variables
Tij (tn ). In a static setting we are guaranteed that for large
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enough time index tn , it holds βi (x(tn ); σi (tn )) ≥ ri (tn ) ≥
ri0 . In a dynamic setting this is not necessarily true because routing variables Tij (tn ) are computed for configuration
x(tn ), not x(t). In this case we want to monitor the offered
rates βi (x(t); σi (tn )) to ensure that they do exceed the basal
requirements ri0 . In the language of Definition 1 we want
to satisfy network integrity at time t using routing variables
Tij (tn ) and rates ri = βi (x(t); σi (tn )) ≥ ri0 . The rate ri (tn )
is just an auxiliary variable. It plays no role on how packets
are moved through the network except for its effect on the
multiplier λi (tn+1 ) according to the dual update in (12). Offering the network integrity guarantee βi (x(t); σi (tn )) ≥ ri0
is the design specification for the controller ui (x(t); σi (tn ))
as we summarize in the following problem statement.
Problem 1 Given a sequence of switching signals
{σi (tn )}∞
n=0 as defined in (15) with routing variables
{Tij (tn )}∞
n=0 determined by the primal-dual iteration
(12)-(13), determine a set of distributed motion controllers
ui (x(t); σi (tn )) so that for all times t and robots i
βi (x(t); σi (tn )) ≥ ri0 ,

(17)

with βi (x(t); σi (tn )) as defined in (16). The condition in (17)
guarantees network integrity in that offered communication
rates βi (x(t); σi (tn )) exceed basal rate requirements ri0 along
the trajectories of the closed loop system (14) at all times.
Problem 1 requires determination of routing variables
Tij (tn ) and robot trajectories xi (t) satisfying network integrity
constraints βi (x(t); σi (tn )) ≥ ri0 for all times t ≥ t0 .
However, the distributed primal-dual iteration (12)-(13) only
ensures feasibility of primal variables in the limit of a static
system. Assuming fixed positions and tn → ∞ iterative
application of (12)-(13) ensures feasibility of primal iterates
ri (tn ) and Tij (tn ), which in turns guarantees network integrity
at time t = tn ; i.e., βi (x(tn ); σi (tn )) ≥ ri (tn ) ≥ ri0 .
However, given time tn , primal iterates ri (tn ) and Tij (tn ) are
close to feasible but not necessarily so; i.e., there exists a small
error term e for which βi (x(tn ); σi (tn )) ≥ ri (tn )−e ≥ ri0 −e.
As the system moves from x(tn ) to x(t) this error may get
larger because routes Tij (tn ) were computed for configuration
x(tn ), not for the current positions x(t). This observation motivates a reformulation of Problem 1, where network integrity
constraints βi (x(t); σi (tn )) ≥ ri0 are uniformly satisfied with
some bounded error e > 0 as stated next.
Problem 2 Given a sequence of switching signals
{σi (tn )}∞
n=0 as defined in (15) with routing variables
{Tij (tn )}∞
n=0 determined by the primal-dual iteration
(12)-(13), determine a set of distributed motion controllers
ui (x(t); σi (tn )) so that for all times t and robots i
βi (x(t); σi (tn )) ≥ ri0 − e,

(18)

with βi (x(t); σi (tn )) as defined in (16) and e a prescribed
tolerance. The condition in (18) guarantees approximate network integrity. Offered communication rates βi (x(t); σi (tn ))
achieve or exceed basal rates ri0 discounted by tolerance e
along trajectories of the closed loop system (14) at all times.
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In Section IV we characterize the uniform error e > 0 in
terms of system-specific parameters and show that it can be
made arbitrarily small by reducing the elapsed time tn+1 − tn
between communication variables updates or the robots speed;
see Theorem 2.
Since e > 0 is a uniform error in the network integrity
constraints, it is sufficient to design distributed controllers
ui (x(t); σi (tn )) for Problem 2 that ensure satisfaction of the
constraints (18) for all time t ∈ [tn , tn+1 ). For this, we
rely on artificial potential functions that treat violation of
the approximate network integrity constraints in (18) as an
obstacle in the free configuration space. These are selected
as barrier potentials that grow unbounded when the constraints tend to become violated. Then, defining the controllers
ui (x(t); σi (tn )) to be the negative gradient of these potentials
ensures that (18) are satisfied for all times t ∈ [tn , tn+1 ).
To do so, introduce the local potential function γi : R2 →
R+ that robot i strives to minimize; see Section V for specific
examples. If a robot has no specific task and its sole purpose
is to provide communication support we say that it is a relay
robot and adopt the convention γi (xi ) = 1 for all such xi .
Otherwise, we say that the robot is a leader. Further introduce
the potential β̃i : RJd → R+ defined as
β̃i (x(t); σi (tn ))

, βi (x(t); σi (tn )) − ri0 + e. (19)

The value of β̃i (x(t); σi (tn )) measures satisfaction of the
approximate network integrity constraint in (18) for the communication rate offered to robot i. The potential β̃ can be computed locally because it involves variables σi that are either
local to robot i or are communicated from neighboring agents
defined as those robots for which R(xj (tn ), xi (tn )) 6= 0.
The task potential γi and the network integrity potential
β̃i may conflict. We balance this differing purposes with an
artificial potential function φ̂i : RJd → R+ that we define as
φ̂i (x(t); σi (tn )) ,

γik (xi (t))
,
β̃i2 (x(t); σi (tn ))

where k > 0 is a positive constant. In the proposed construction, γi serves as a goal potential to generate a force
attracting robots to their tasks and β̃i serves as an obstacle
barrier potential to generate a force to repel the robots from
the space of obstacles, defined as the set of positions x(t) that
violate the approximate network integrity constraints (18). In
particular, we can define the obstacle-free space for the team
of robots as the set
F(σ(tn )) = {x | β̃i (x(t); σi (tn )) > 0, ∀i},

(20)

where σ(t) = {σ1 (t), . . . , σJ (t)} denotes the collection of
switching signals for all robots.
Since φ̂i can grow unbounded as the approximate network
integrity constraints tend to become violated, i.e., as β̃i → 0,
resulting in unbounded robot speeds, we further introduce a
y
diffeomorphism ψ : [0, ∞] → [0, 1] with ψ(y) = 1+y
that
squashes the image of φ̂i from [0, ∞] to [0, 1]. Moreover,
define the function χ(y) = y 1/k to restrict the effect of the
obstacles close to the boundary of the free space
∂F(σ(tn )) = {x | ∃i, s.t. β̃i (x(t); σi (tn )) = 0}.

(21)
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Algorithm 1 Integrated control loop at robot i
Require: Initial positions x(t0 ). Initial multipliers λ(t0 );
1: for n = 0 to ∞ do {repeat for the life of the system}
2:
Determine reliabilities R(xi (tn ), xj (tn )) and R(xj (tn ), xi (tn ));
3:
Update transmission rates and routing variables as
ri (tn ), {Tij (tn )}J+K
j=1 =

4:

argmax
ri ≥ri0 ,
PJ+K
j=1 Tij ≤1

Lx(tn ),i (λ(tn ), T, r).

and transmit {Tij (tn )}J+K
j=1 to neighbors;
Compute the local gradient of dual function by
XJ+K


∇g(λ(tn )) i =
Tij (tn )R(xi (tn ), xj (tn ))
j=1
XJ
−
Tji (tn )R(xj (tn ), xi (tn )) − ri (tn )
j=1

5:

6:

Update Lagrange multiplier by



λi (tn+1 ) = P λi (tn ) −  ∇g(λ(tn )) i
and transmit λi (tn+1 ) to neighbors;
Continuously update robot position xi (t) until time tn+1 by
Z t
xi (t) = xi (tn ) − α
∇xi φi (x(τ ); σi (tn ))dτ
tn

and transmit xi (tn+1 ) to neighbors;
7: end for

Composition of χ, ψ and φ̂i results in the artificial potential
φi : RJd → [0, 1] for every robot i with
γi
.
(22)
φi = χ ◦ ψ ◦ φ̂i = k
(γi + β̃i2 )1/k
The construction of the potential (22) is inspired by the
concept of a navigation function [36, 37]. It is shown in [36,
37] that since χ and ψ are diffeomorphisms, φi and φ̂i have
the same critical points. It is also shown in [36, 37] that for
sufficiently large constant k > 0, the effect of the obstacles
becomes localized to the boundary of the free space defined
in (21). This facilitates robots to achieve their assigned tasks,
assuming these tasks are strictly contained in the free space
defined in (20).
The control law for every robot i, whether a leader or a
relay, can be defined by the negative gradient of the potential
φi in (22), i.e.,
ui (x(t); σi (tn )) = −α∇xi φi (x(t); σi (tn )),

(23)

for all t ∈ [tn , tn+1 ), where α > 0 is a positive gain to regulate
the robot speed. From (14) and (23) we obtain the distributed
closed loop system
ẋi (t) = −α∇xi φi (x(t); σi (tn )),

(24)

for all robots i = 1, . . . , J and all t ∈ [tn , tn+1 ).
Integration of the distributed closed loop system (24) for
motion control with the distributed primal-dual iterations (12)–
(13) for optimal communication gives rise to the distributed
motion and communication control algorithm shown in Algorithm 1. In Algorithm 1, lines 3 to 5 correspond to the
primal-dual iteration (12)–(13) that updates the communication variables, and line 6 corresponds to an update in the robot
positions via the closed loop system (24). At the time instances
{tn }∞
n=0 communication between neighbors also takes place

to provide the robots with those variables that are necessary
in their updates. Correctness of Algorithm 1 relies on showing
that a bound on the error e > 0 exists, as claimed earlier in
this section, and that with this bound, the closed loop system
(24) ensures satisfaction of (18) for all time. This analysis is
the goal of Section IV.
Remark 2 (Initialization) Our controllers implicitly assume
that at time t0 variables r(t0 ) and T(t0 ) are almost primal
feasible in the sense that they satisfy (18). This can be
achieved by, e.g., starting with an initialization phase in
which the primal-dual iterations in (12)-(13) are run until
the flow constraint is satisfied within uniform e tolerance.
Alternatively, it is possible to initialize the team in a simple
spatial configuration with all robots close to each other so
that at time t0 optimal communication variables are easy to
find and we can start with λ(t0 ) = λ∗ , r(t0 ) = r∗x(t0 ) , and
T(t0 ) = T∗x(t0 ) .
Remark 3 (Task completion) In the proposed approach, task
completion is a secondary objective, subsidiary to communication integrity. While this implies that robots may not be able
to complete their assigned tasks, it is consistent with the idea
that basal rates ri0 are critical for task completion. Global
convergence to the tasks will require a thorough characterization of the critical points of φi in (22), or even different
mobility schemes, possibly optimization-based such as Model
Predictive Control, as well as novel integration techniques with
the communication variables.
IV. A LGORITHM A NALYSIS
This section shows that Algorithm 1 ensures approximate
network integrity in the sense of Problem 2 for all times t. We
start in Section IV-A by analyzing the dual gradient descent
portion of Algorithm 1 as summarized in steps 3 through 5. We
derive an explicit bound on the suboptimality of dual iterates
λ(tn ) in terms of problem constants [cf. Theorem 1], which
we leverage to bound the infeasibility and suboptimality of
primal iterates Tij (tn ) and ri (tn ) [cf. corollaries 1 and 2]. In
Section IV-B we analyze the mobility part of Algorithm 1 as
given by Step 6 to show approximate network integrity within
the tolerance e in (19). We characterize e explicitly in terms
of system constants [cf. Theorem 2].
A. Feasibility and optimality of communication variables
To simplify presentation introduce a vector t stacking the
rows of the transmission probability matrix T and a matrix Ax
with dimensions J × J(J + K) so as to write the constraints
in (3) as Ax t − r ≥ 0. It is not difficult to see that for this to
be true it must be Ai,i+j (x) = R(xi , xj ) for all i = 1, . . . , J
and j = 1, . . . , J + K, whereas Ai,(n−1)j+i (x) = −R(xj , xi )
for all i = 1, . . . , J and j = 1, . . . , J + K with j 6= i. The
specific form of this mapping is not important, however, as
we are just using Ax t − r ≥ 0 as shorthand notation for the
constraints in (3). Using this definition we can rewrite (4) as
Px = max f0 (r, t),

s.t. Ax t − r ≥ 0,

(25)
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PJ+K
where the constraints ri ≥ ri0 and j=1 Tij ≤ 1 were left
implicit. Likewise, we use this shorthand notation to write the
optimal distributed communication algorithm in (12)-(13) as
t(tn ), r(tn ) = argmax Lx(tn ),i (λ(tn ), t, r),


λ(tn+1 ) = P λ(tn ) −  Ax(tn ) t(tn ) − r(tn ) .

(26a)
(26b)

In a static setting, i.e., when the robot positions x(t) are
fixed, e.g., at x(tn ), for all time t ≥ t0 , it is known that
the dual variables λ (tn ) approach the optimal multipliers
λ∗x(tn ) . As we already observed, convergence of the primal
variables t(tn ) and r(tn ) to the optimal network operating
point t∗x(tn ) , r∗x(tn ) follows provided some technical conditions
hold. In the dynamic setting considered here, the primal and
dual variable updates in (26) bring the network closer to
its optimal operating point. However when terminals move
as per (24), the optimal operating point drifts away towards
t∗x(tn+1 ) , r∗x(tn+1 ) . Our goal in this section is to determine the
optimality of the operating point t(tn ), r(tn ) with respect to
the optimal operating point t∗x(tn ) , r∗x(tn ) for the current team
configuration x(tn ).
Characterizing the optimality of operating point t(tn ), r(tn )
concerns determination of feasibility and optimality. For the
operating point t(tn ), r(tn ) to be feasible for configuration
x(tn ) we must have Ax(tn ) t(tn ) − r(tn ) ≥ 0. This cannot
be guaranteed, but we will see that the norm of the negative
components of Ax(tn ) t(tn ) − r(tn ) , i.e., the norm of the
projection P[r(tn ) − Ax(tn ) t(tn )] can be made small. To
determine optimality we will bound the difference between the
optimal objective Px(tn ) for the current configuration, and the
yield f0 (tn ) , f0 (t(tn ), r(tn )) associated with the operating
point t(tn ), r(tn ).
Throughout the subsequent analysis we make the following
assumptions on the dual functions gx (λ):
(A1) The dual functions gx (λ) are strongly convex for all x
with common strong convexity parameter m,
m
gx (µ) ≥ gx (λ) + ∇gx (λ)T (µ − λ) + kλ − µk2 . (27)
2
(A2) The gradients of the dual functions gx (λ) are Lipschitz
continuous with common Lipschitz constant M
k∇gx (λ) − ∇gx (µ)k ≤ M kλ − µk.

(28)

(A3) The 2-norm of the dual gradients ∇gx (λ) are uniformly
bounded for all λ and all x,
k∇gx (λ)k ≤ Gmax .

(29)

(A4) The 1-norm of the optimal Lagrange multipliers λ∗x are
uniformly bounded for all x
kλ∗x k1 ≤ λmax .

(30)

These assumptions are mild, technical, and commonly required
in the analysis of gradient descent algorithms. If the dual
function is twice differentiable, assumptions (A1) and (A2)
impose a lower bound m and an upper bound M on the
eigenvalues of the dual Hessian. For the Lipschitz constant
in (A2) to exist it suffices to require the objective function
f0 (r, t) to be strongly convex. If the objective function f0 (r, t)
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has Lipschitz gradients and the matrix Ax ATx is full row rank,
the dual function is strongly convex as required by (A1). Since
dual gradients are given by the constraint violations, and the
primal variables are finite, the bound Gmax exists. The bound
(30) on the optimal dual variables assumed in (A4) exists as
long as the existence of strictly feasible operating points is
guaranteed.
Since the iteration in (26) implements gradient descent
in the dual domain. The main result derived in this section
describes the distance between the current Lagrange multiplier
λ (tn ) and the current optimal Lagrange multiplier λ∗x(tn ) . The
results of interest for the primal variables follow as corollaries
of this result that we state in the following theorem.
Theorem 1 Let x(tn ) denote the team configuration at iteration n, λ∗x(tn ) the corresponding optimal dual variable and
λ (tn ) the dual iterate obtained through iterative application
of (26). Assume the step size in (26) is bounded as  ≤ 1/M
and that the difference between reliabilities at subsequent
configurations is absolutely bounded by δ > 0, i.e.,
R(xi (tn+1 ), xj (tn+1 )) − R(xi (tn ), xj (tn )) ≤ δ.

(31)

If assumptions (A1), (A2), and (A4) hold, the distance between
the dual iterate λ (tn ) and the optimal multiplier λ∗x(tn )
satisfies
s
2λmax J
∗
∗
n
δ,
kλ (tn ) − λx(tn ) k ≤ β kλ(t0 ) − λx(t0 ) k +
m(1 − β)2
(32)
p
where the constant β is defined as β , 1/(1 + m).
Proof: See Appendix A.

Theorem 1 dictates that dual iterates λ (tn ) converge linearly to a neighborhood of the optimal multiplier λ∗x(tn ) .
The volume of this neighborhood is determined by problemspecific constants and can be made arbitrarily small by reducing δ, which can be controlled by modulating the velocity of
the robots. Before elaborating on the implications of the bound
in (32) let us translate the result in Theorem 1 into results regarding primal variables. The feasibility gap of t(tn ), r(tn ) is
bounded in Corollary 1 and a similar bound for the optimality
gap is shown in Corollary 2.
Corollary 1 With the same hypotheses and definitions of Theorem 1, the norm of the constraint violation can be bounded
as
kP(r(tn ) − Ax(tn ) t(tn ))k

≤ M β n kλ(t0 ) − λ∗x(t0 ) k
s
2M 2 λmax J
+
δ. (33)
m(1 − β)2

Proof: In this proof we consider the single configuration
x(tn ). Thus, to simplify notation we drop the configuration
subscripts in the matrix Ax(tn ) = A, the dual function
gx(tn ) (λ) = g(λ) and the optimal multiplier λ∗x(tn ) = λ∗ .
From the assumption that gradients are Lipschitz continuous
it follows that the norm of the difference between the gradient
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at λ (tn ) and the gradient at the optimal multiplier λ∗ is
bounded as
k∇g(λ (tn )) − ∇g(λ∗ )k ≤ M kλ (tn ) − λ∗ k

(34)

Consider now the projections P[−∇g(λ (tn ))] and
P[−∇g(λ∗ )] of the gradients on the nonnegative orthant.
Observe that because the components of the optimal dual
gradient are either null or positive it holds P[−∇g(λ∗ )] = 0.
Further notice that since the nonnegative orthant is a convex
set the distance between the projections is smaller than
the distance between the vectors. Combining these two
observations we can write
∗

kP[−∇g(λ (tn ))]k = kP[−∇g(λ (tn ))] − P[−∇g(λ )]k
≤ k∇g(λ (tn )) − ∇g(λ∗ )k

(35)

But the gradient of the dual function is the constraint violation,
i.e., ∇g(λ (tn ))) = At(tn ) − r(tn ). Substituting this equality
in (35) and combining with the bound in (34) yields
kP[−(At(tn ) − r(tn ))]k ≤ M kλ (tn ) − λ∗ k.

(36)

The result in (33) follows from substituting bound (32) of
Theorem 1 for the right hand side of (36).

Corollary 2 Let f0 (tn ) , f0 (t(tn ), r(tn )) denote the primal
objective corresponding to the communication variables at
time tn . With the same hypotheses and definitions of Theorem 1, the optimality gap can be bounded as
(Gmax + λmax M )2 β n kλ(t0 ) − λ∗x(t0 ) k
s
2(Gmax + λmax M )λmax J
+
δ. (37)
m(1 − β)2

Px(tn ) − f0 (tn ) ≤

Proof: As in the proof of Corollary 1 simplify notation to
Ax(tn ) = A, gx(tn ) (λ) = g(λ) and λ∗x(tn ) = λ∗ . We further
adopt the convention P = Px(tn ) . Since variables t(tn ) and
r(tn ) are Lagrangian maximizers for multiplier λ (tn ), the
dual function evaluated at λ (tn ) can be written as
T

g(λ (tn )) = f0 (t(tn ), r(tn ))+λ (tn ) (At(tn )−r(tn )) (38)
Likewise, the dual function evaluated at λ∗ is given by
T

g(λ∗ ) = P + λ∗ (At∗ − r∗ )

(39)

Subtract (38) from (39), use the fact that g(λ (tn )) − g(λ∗ ) ≥
0, recall that constraint violations are dual function gradients,
i.e., At(tn ) − r(tn ) = ∇g(λ (tn )) and At∗ − r∗ = ∇g(λ∗ ),
and substitute the definition f0 (tn ) , f0 (t(tn ), r(tn )) to
obtain the bound
T

T

Px(tn ) − f0 (tn ) ≤ λ (tn ) ∇g(λ (tn )) − λ∗ ∇g(λ∗ ) (40)
T

Add and subtract λ∗ ∇g(λ (tn )) from the right hand side of
(40) and reorder terms to write


T
Px(tn ) − f0 (tn ) ≤ λ (tn ) − λ∗ ∇g(λ (tn ))
(41)
T

+ λ∗ (∇g(λ (tn )) − ∇g(λ∗ ))

Using the assumption that the norm of dual gradients is
bounded by Gmax , the first summand in the right hand side
of (41) can be bounded as


T
λ (tn ) − λ∗ ∇g(λ (tn )) ≤ Gmax kλ (tn ) − λ∗ k (42)
Recall now the assumption that the norm of optimal dual
gradients are bounded by λmax (the 2-norm of a vector is
smaller than its 1-norm). Further use the assumption that dual
gradients are Lipschitz to write
T

λ∗ (∇g(λ (tn )) − ∇g(λ∗ )) ≤ λmax M kλ (tn ) − λ∗ k (43)
Substitute now the bounds in (42) and (43) into the inequality
in (41) to obtain
Px(tn ) − f0 (tn ) ≤(Gmax + λmax M )kλ (tn ) − λ∗ k.

(44)

The result in (37) follows from substituting bound (32) of
Theorem 1 for the right hand side of (44).
The results in Theorem 1 and Corollaries 1 and 2 are conceptually similar. Both of them include a term characterizing
the vanishment of the initial optimality gap kλ(t0 ) − λ∗x(t0 ) k
and the steady state gap of the achieved operating point λ (tn ),
t(tn ), r(tn ). This steady state gap defines a neighborhood of
the (time-varying) optimal operating point to which the iterates
defined by (26) converge.
Convergence towards this neighborhood is determined by
the constant β, which is the same constant that would characterize convergence in a static setting. The stepsize can range
in the interval (0, 1/M ] resulting in constants β 2 ranging in
the interval [1/(1 + m/M ), 1). Naturally, smaller stepsizes
result in constants β closer to 1, thereby decreasing the
convergence rate. Smaller stepsizes also decrease the steady
state gap between the optimal and achieved network operating
points. The most convenient stepsize selection is therefore to
make  = 1/M . In such case the constant β 2 is as small
as it can be and is determined by the ratio M/m ≥ 1. This
ratio is the condition number of an optimization problem and
describes how close to a hypersphere the level sets of the
dual function are. The most favorable case is when m = M ,
corresponding to a dual function having hyperspheres as level
sets, and yielding β 2 = 1/2. For problems with smaller
condition numbers the convergence rate decreases and the
steady state performance gap increases. This condition number
is determined by the selection of the primal objective.
The steady state performance gap also increases with the
size of the network J and the bound λmax on the norm of the
optimal gradients. This latter dependence is interesting because
the norm of the optimal multiplier is related to the difficulty
in satisfying problem constraints. Constraints that are difficult
to satisfy are characterized by a large sensitivity to parameter
perturbations. This sensitivity is determined by the value of
the corresponding optimal Lagrange multiplier.
B. Network Integrity
Theorem 1 and corollaries 1 and 2 guarantee that the
communication variables are close to optimality and feasibility at all sampling times tn . This proximity depends on
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the magnitude of the disturbance R(xi (tn+1 ), xj (tn+1 )) −
R(xi (tn ), xj (tn )) = δ > 0 that is introduced in (4) due to
robot mobility between consecutive communication updates at
times tn and tn+1 . In this section we extend the feasibility
guarantees of Theorem 1 to all times t ≥ t0 . For this,
assume that the channel reliabilities R(xi (t), xj (t)) are purely
functions of the inter-robot distances kxi (t) − xj (t)k and let
maxi,j {|dR(xi , xj )/dkxij k|} ≤ MR < ∞,

(45)

where xij = xi − xj , denote an upper bound on their absolute
maximum slope. Let also
maxi {k∇xi φi k} ≤ Mφ < ∞

(46)

denote an upper bound on the maximum robot speed; see
(24). It is not difficult to show that such a bound Mφ for the
proposed potential exists; see, e.g., [36, 37]. Finally, define
the piecewise constant functions of time Tij (t) = Tij (tn ),
λi (t) = λi (tn ) and σi (t) = σi (tn ) for all times t ∈ [tn , tn+1 )
and all indices i and j, and recall that F(σ(t)) with σ(t) =
{σ1 (t), . . . , σJ (t)} denotes the set of robot configurations
x(t) that ensure communication rates βi (x(t); σi (t)) that
exceed desired basal rates ri0 with some error e > 0, i.e.,
βi (x(t); σi (t)) > ri0 − e [cf. (20)]. Then, we have the result:
Theorem 2 Define ∆t , maxn {tn+1 −tn } and let MR be the
bound on the norm of the gradient of R(xi , xj ) in (45) and Mφ
the bound on robots’ velocities in (46). Assume the hypotheses
in Theorem 1 hold and that for time t0 the communication
variables are initialized at the optimal configuration, i.e.,
λ(t0 ) = λ∗ , r(t0 ) = r∗x(t0 ) , and T(t0 ) = T∗x(t0 ) . Then, for
any tolerance e satisfying
s
2M 2 λmax
,
(47)
e > 2α∆tMR Mφ
m(1 − β)2
we have x(t) ∈ F(σ(t)) for all times t ≥ t0 .
Proof: The proof of this result consists of two parts. We commence bounding the disturbance R(xi (tn+1 ), xj (tn+1 )) −
R(xi (tn ), xj (tn )) = δ > 0 in terms of the problem specific
constants MR and Mφ . This allows us to explicitly characterize the approximation trade-offs that arise due to robot
mobility. We then show that these bounded feasibility errors
can be guaranteed for all time t ≥ t0 . I.e., we show that the set
F(σ(t)) is an invariant of motion for the closed loop system.
Let us begin by deriving a bound for the disturbance δ >
0 in terms of the problem specific parameters MR and Mφ .
Observe that for all times t ≥ t0 we have
Ṙ(xi , xj ) =

dR(xi , xj ) xTij ẋij
dR(xi , xj ) d
kxij k =
dkxij k dt
dkxij k kxij k

and substituting ẋi = −α∇xi φi from (24), we get
Ṙ(xi , xj ) = −α

dR(xi , xj ) xTij (∇xi φi − ∇xj φj )
.
dkxij k
kxij k

(48)

Taking the absolute value of both sides of (48) and applying
concecutively the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and the triangle
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inequality, we obtain
dR(xi , xj ) kxij k ∇xi φi − ∇xj φj
dkxij k
kxij k

dR(xi , xj )
≤α
k∇xi φi k + ∇xj φj ≤ 2αMR Mφ ,
dkxij k
(49)

|Ṙ(xi , xj )| ≤ α

where the last step follows from (45) and (46). Expressing the
disturbance R(xi (tn+1 ), xj (tn+1 )) − R(xi (tn ), xj (tn )) as a
definite integral, we have that
R(xi (tn+1 ), xj (tn+1 )) − R(xi (tn ), xj (tn )) =
Z tn+1
Z tn+1
Ṙ(xi (τ ), xj (τ ))dτ | ≤
|Ṙ(xi (τ ), xj (τ ))|dτ
=|
t
tn
Z tnn+1
2αMR Mφ dτ = 2α(tn+1 − tn )MR Mφ ,
(50)
≤
tn

with the second inequality due to (49). Observe now that since
∆t = maxn {tn+1 − tn }, (50) we an write
R(xi (tn+1 ), xj (tn+1 )) − R(xi (tn ), xj (tn )) ≤ 2α∆tMR Mφ
(51)
from which we obtain that the bound δ = 2α∆tMR Mφ in
Theorem 1. This concludes the first part of the proof.
For the second part of the proof, we decompose time into
the sampling times {tn }∞
n=0 and the collection of motion
intervals [t0 , ∞)\{tn }∞
n=0 . Based on Corollary 1 and (51),
we first determine a bound on the error e > 0 that ensures
that x(t) ∈ F(σ(t)) for all t ∈ {tn }∞
n=0 . Then, given this
bound and the fact that x(t) ∈ F(σ(t)) for all t ∈ {tn }∞
n=0 ,
we show that x(t) ∈ F(σ(t)) for all t ∈ [t0 , ∞)\{tn }∞
n=0 .
Combining the two results, we get that x(t) ∈ F(σ(t)) for all
time t ∈ [t0 , ∞), which proves our claim.
Let us begin by assuming that t ∈ {tn }∞
n=0 and recall
the hypothesis that for time t0 the communication variables
are initialized at the optimal configuration, i.e., λ(t0 ) = λ∗ ,
r(t0 ) = r∗x(t0 ) , and T(t0 ) = T∗x(t0 ) . This means that the first
term on the right-hand-side of equation (32) vanishes for all
n > 0. Then, (33) in Corollary 1 can be equivalently written
v
s
u J
uX
2M 2 λmax J
2
t
P [ri (t) − βi (x(t); σi (t))] ≤ 2α∆tMR Mφ
,
m(1 − β)2
i=1
(52)
where βi (x(t); σi (t)) is defined in (16) and δ = 2α∆tMR Mφ ,
and P[·] is the projection on the non-negative orthant. A
sufficient condition for (52) to hold is that
2M 2 λmax
.
m(1 − β)2
(53)
for all i = 1, . . . , J. Taking the square root of both sides
of (53) and using the fact that P [ri (t) − βi (x(t); σi (t))] =
max {0, ri (t) − βi (x(t); σi (t))} ≥ 0 we get
s
2M 2 λmax
ri (t) − βi (x(t); σi (t)) ≤ 2α∆tMR Mφ
. (54)
m(1 − β)2
2

P [ri (t) − βi (x(t); σi (t))] ≤ 2α∆tMR Mφ

Clearly, if ri (t) − βi (x(t); σi (t)) is upper bounded as in (54),
then it is also upper bounded by any e > 0 that satisfies (47).
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V. N UMERICAL S IMULATIONS

Reliability R(xi , x j )

1

We illustrate the proposed distributed controller as summarized in Algorithm 1 with computer simulations where
communication integrity of the robot network needs to be
preserved. We employ channel reliabilities R(xi , xj ) that
are deterministic functions of the distances between robots
kxi − xj k and satisfy R(xi , xj ) = 1 if kxij k ≤ l,

0.8

0.6

0.4

0.2

0
0

R(xi , xj ) = akxij k3 + bkxij k2 + ckxij k + d,
0.02

0.04

0.06

0.08

0.1

0.12

0.14

Robot Distance !xi − x j ! 2

0.16

0.18

Fig. 3.
Channel reliability function R(xi , xj ) used in the simulations
in Section V. Reliabilities are assumed deterministic functions of distances
between robots kxi − xj k as in (55). Here l = 0.01 and u = 0.2.

The above argument also shows that x(t) ∈ F(σ(t)) for
all t ∈ {tn }∞
n=0 . To see this, note that for e > 0 defined
as in (47), the bound in (54) implies that βi (x(t); σi (t)) −
ri (t) + e > 0 for all t ∈ {tn }∞
n=0 . Since ri (t) ≥ ri0 and
β̃i (x(t); σi (t)) = βi (x(t); σi (t)) − ri0 + e by (19), we obtain
that β̃i (x(t); σi (t)) > 0 for all t ∈ {tn }∞
n=0 . Therefore, x(t) ∈
F(σ(t)) for all t ∈ {tn }∞
,
as
desired.
n=0
We next show that x(t) ∈ F(σ(t)) for all t ∈
[t0 , ∞)\{tn }∞
n=0 . For this to be true, every time interval
(tn , tn+1 ) should be initialized with the robot positions in the
free space, i.e., with x(t) ∈ F(σ(t)) for all t ∈ {tn }∞
n=0 . As
shown above, this initialization can be guaranteed if the error
e > 0 is chosen as in (47). Assume now that x(t) ∈ RJd is
such that β̃i (x(t); σi (t)) = 0 for any t ∈ [t0 , ∞)\{tn }∞
n=0 and
any i = 1, . . . , J. Then, for leader robot i we have
φi (x(t); σi (t)) =

(55)

0.2

γi (xi (t))
= 1,
(γik (xi (t)) + β̃i2 (x(t); σi (t)))1/k

which means that at x(t) for t ∈ [t0 , ∞)\{tn }∞
n=0 , the
potential φi achieves its maximum. Since the set of initial
conditions F(σ(t)) is open for any t ∈ {tn }∞
n=0 , and
no open set of initial conditions can be attracted to the
maxima of φi along the negative gradient motion −∇xi φi
defined by the closed loop system (24), we also conclude
that x(t) ∈ F(σ(t)) for t ∈ [t0 , ∞)\{tn }∞
n=0 . Therefore,
x(t) ∈ F(σ(t)) for all time t ≥ t0 . The same argument holds
for relay robots, by setting γi = 1.
The error lower bound in Theorem 2 can be made arbitrarily
small by either reducing the robot speed gain α > 0 or
decreasing the maximum interval ∆t ≥ tn+1 − tn between
updates of routing variables. Reducing this error bound reduces the violation of the network integrity constraints, thereby
bringing achieved communication rates closer to their minimum requirements ri0 . Equivalently, for a given error tolerance
e and frequency 1/∆t of communication variable updates, the
speed gain α > 0 needs to be sufficiently small to realize
the desired bounds in (47). In that situation the choice of
the lower bound in Theorem 2 introduces a tradeoff between
optimal communication and robot speed. Theorem 2 expresses
this tradeoff in terms of problem parameters.

if l < kxij k ≤ u and R(xi , xj ) = 0 if kxij k > u, where
xij , xi − xj . The constants 0 < l < u are lower and upper
bounds on the robot distances and the constants a, b, c, and d
are chosen to make R(xi , xj ) a twice differentiable function
ranging from 0 to 1; see Fig. 3. This function is a polynomial
fitting of experimental curves found in the literature, e.g., [38].
Consider a scenario where reliable communications is to
be established between a single AP located at the origin
(0, 0) ∈ R2 and a service point (SP) located at (0.44, 0) ∈ R2 .
This task is performed by a team of J = 6 point robots,
randomly initialized according to a uniform distribution in a
square of side 0.04 units, centered 0.06 units to the right of
the AP; see Fig. 5(a). This makes the initial position of the
robots close enough to the AP to ensure the communication
network is initially connected. Robot 2 is designated as the
leader and tasked with serving the SP. All robots i = 2, . . . , 7
relay information back to the AP. The AP is indexed as
i = 1. Robot motion is according to the closed loop dynamics
in (24). The task potential γi in (22) for the leader robot
i = 2 is defined as γi = kxi − xdi k22 with xdi = (0.44, 0)
corresponding to the coordinates of the SP. The switching
signal σi (tn ) in (15) is updated through the primal-dual
iteration in (12)–(13). This is equivalent to the summary in
Algorithm 1. The utility functions of problem (4) are taken to
be Ui (ri ) = log(ri ) and Vij (Tij ) = −Tij2 , so that the resulting
PJ
PJ+K
sum utility i=1 Ui (ri ) + j=1 Vij (Tij ) is strictly concave,
as required by Assumption (A1) in Section IV.
The remaining simulation parameters are defined as follows:
(a) The minimum rates ri0 are identically zero for all robots
except for the leader for which ri0 = 0.7. This choice is
consistent with the classification of robots into relays and
leaders. Leaders collect measurements and generate data,
while relay robots convey this information back to the APs.
(b) The error tolerance e > 0 in (18) is set to e = 0.1.
Note that estimating e directly from (47) is not easy, since
explicit values for many problem specific parameters are
difficult to obtain. Moreover, the provided lower bound on
e is rather conservative and its value should be interpreted in
an existential way. (c) The constant k > 0 in (22) is set to
k = 80. This value is large enough so that the effect of the
obstacle potentials β̃i (x(t); σi (tn )) is restricted to a small area
around the boundary ∂F(σ(t)) of the free space F(σ(t)), as
defined in (21); see also [36, 37]. This allows the leader robot
to move freely towards its assigned SP unless communication
constraints are close to being violated. (d) The integration step
size in Theorem 2 is ∆t = 10−4 and the controller gain in
(23) is set to α = 102 .
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Fig. 4. Collision potential ζij (xi , xj ) used for simulations in Section V. The
potential ζij (xi , xj ) is given in (56). Notice how the effect of the collision
potential is negligible when the robot distance kxi −xj k becomes larger than
3 · 10−3 as the gradient becomes ∇xi ζij (xi , xj ) ≈ 0 (η = 10−7 ).

We further add potentials to avoid collisions between nearby
robots. Collision potentials ζij : RJd → R+ are defined as
kxi − xj k2
ζij (xi , xj ) =
,
η + kxi − xj k2

(56)

with η > 0; see Fig. 4. The effect of the collision potentials
ζij is more localized for smaller η > 0. We use η = 10−7 for
subsequent simulations. Incorporating the collision potentials,
the overall artificial potential φi in (22) for motion control
becomes
(
γi
, if i is a leader,
(γik +Gi )1/k
φi =
(57)
1
,
if i is a relay,
(1+Gi )1/k
QJ+K
with Gi = β̃i2 j=1 ζij . With this addition, the free space
becomes the set of state variables x(t) and σ(t) such that
Gi (t) > 0 for all robots i. Note that incorporating collision
avoidance does not affect the proof of Theorem 2. To see why
γi
this is true observe that φi = (γ k +G
1/k becomes uniformly
i)
i

maximal (equal to 1) whenever either β̃i → 0 or ζij → 0
for some robot j 6= i. Therefore, the same argument used in
Theorem 2 to show communication integrity, i.e., β̃i > 0, can
be applied here to show collision avoidance, i.e., ζij > 0.
The evolution of the robot network reacting to the proposed
control law summarized in Algorithm 1 is shown in the
snapshots in Fig. 5 for selected time instances. Figs. 6 through
9 illustrate several metrics that evaluate its performance that
we discuss in detail in Sections V-A through V-D.
A. Task Completion
Even though task completion is a secondary objective,
in that we provide guarantees on network integrity but not
on task completion, the leader robot is still able to reach
the service point (SP); see Fig. 5. A communication path
is established and maintained throughout the process. Task
completion can also be verified from Fig. 6 that plots the
distance kxi − xdi k between the leader robot i and its assigned
SP at xdi = (0.44, 0) as a function of time t. For the scenario
under consideration, the leader reaches its destination at time
t ≈ 2.5. After this time the relay robots keep reconfiguring to
improve the communication rate.
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(c) Time t = 2.5
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(d) Time t = 5
Fig. 5. A mobile robot network consisting of 6 robots (dots) that establish
reliable communications between one service point (SP) and one access point
(AP). Red lines represent routing of information Tij R(xi , xj ), between
pairs of robots. The thickness of each line represents the magnitude of these
quantities. The network is randomly initialized close to the AP (Fig. 5(a)) and
involves one leader (star), labeled as 2, that moves towards the SP.

B. Performance of Communications
The performance of Algorithm 1 in terms of its ability to
maintain reliable communications is illustrated in Figs. 7 and
8. Fig.P
7 plots the difference βP
i −ri0 between the offered rates
J+K
J
βi = j=1 Tij R(xi , xj ) − j=1 Tji R(xj , xi ) in (16) and
the basal rates ri0 , for all robots i. The horizontal dashed line
corresponds to the threshold for the allowable error e = 0.1.
Notice that the design requirement to have βi − ri0 > −e
at all times is satisfied. The Lagrange
multipliers λi assoPJ+K
ciated with the rate constraints ri ≤ j=1 Tij R(xi , xj ) −
PJ
j=1 Tji R(xj , xi ) in (3) are shown in Fig 8. Comparing
with Fig. 7, one observes that as the constraints tend to
be violated, i.e., as βi − ri0 → 0, the associated Lagrange
multipliers increase. This is more apparent for the leader for
which initially βi − ri0 < 0. When the leader has reached
its destination at t ≈ 2.5, its Lagrange multiplier begins to
decrease and the associated rate βi − ri0 increases, eventually
approaching zero.
C. Effect of Robot Motion
In this section, we discuss how mobility affects communications. Equivalently, we study how much the robots can move
while satisfying the communication constraints with a bounded
error. Mathematically, this is captured in Theorem 1 via the
upper bound δ > 0 on the rate of change of the reliabilities
R(xi (tn+1 ), xj (tn+1 )) − R(xi (tn ), xj (tn )) . However, since
the explicit bound δ = 2α∆tMR Mφ derived in Theorem 2
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Fig. 6. Distance kxi − xdi k between the leader robot i and its assigned SP
xdi = (0.44, 0) as a function of time t, for the scenario considered in Fig. 5.
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Fig. 7. Difference βi − ri0 between the offered βi and basal ri0 rates for
all robots i involved in the scenario in Fig. 5.

is only a conservative estimate, we instead monitor the robot
velocities kẋi k as a measure of robot motion. These velocities
are plotted in Fig. 9 for all robots as a function of time. Note
that the closed loop system ẋi = −α∇xi φi in (24) implies
that kẋi k = αk∇xi φi k and, therefore, kẋi k ≤ αMφ by (46).
This means that the robot velocities kẋi k are proportional to
the bound δ and, hence, they can be used as a proxy for δ.
From Fig. 9 one observes an initial peak of the leader velocity
at until about t = 10−3 that is due to: (i) Its initially large
distance from the SP. (ii) The absence of significant attractive
forces from the network integrity constraints, which are easily
satisfied during that time; see Figs. 7 and 8. (iii) The presence
of repulsive forces from other robots in its proximity. The
leader’s velocity becomes 0 at about t ≈ 2.5 when it reaches
its destination, as also seen in Fig. 6. However, the remaining
robots continue to move slowly to increase the offered rates
βi away from ri0 , see Fig. 7, and decrease the associated
Lagrange multipliers, see Fig. 8. The average robot velocity
throughout the exercise is between 0.1 and 0.5. With this robot
speed, Algorithm 1 maintains βi − ri0 > −e; see Fig. 7.
An additional observation from Fig. 9 is the rapid decrease
in the leader’s velocity once it reaches its destination; see
also the nonsmooth change in the distance to the SP at
t ≈ 2.5 in Fig. 6. This is the result of γi → 0 and β̃i → 0
simultaneously for the leader robot, as it can be also verified
from Fig. 7. Notice that the simultaneous vanishing of γi and
β̃i is not allowed in the proposed construction, see, e.g., [36,
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Fig. 9.
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Velocities kẋi k as a function of time t, for the scenario in Fig. 5.

37], therefore, the network integrity guarantees in Theorem 2
do not apply at this point. If one wishes to avoid this scenario,
simple modifications are possible. One way to avoid γi → 0
and β̃i → 0 simultaneously is to decrease the leader’s speed
by, e.g., decreasing the controller gain α in (23). This would
give Algorithm 1 enough time to reposition the robots and
reroute information to ensure that β̃i > 0 at all times. This
approach can be impractical, however, because it may lead to
very slow network evolution. Another solution to this problem
2
is to redefine the task potential as γi = kxi − xdi k + b
for some small positive constant b > 0. This would prevent
γi → 0 and β̃i → 0 simultaneously but would also prevent
the leader from exactly reaching the SP.
D. Geometric Considerations
Fig. 10 shows the maximum length of active links in the
network. Formally, active links are ordered pairs of robots
i → j for which Tij R(xi , xj ) > 0. The maximum length
of all active links in the network is then defined by
Amax , maxij {kxi − xj k | Tij R(xi , xj ) > 0} .
Similarly, the minimum length of an active link is defined as
Amin , minij {kxi − xj k | Tij R(xi , xj ) > 0} .
This minimum distance is shown in Fig. 11.
The plots in Figs. 10 and 11 can be used to extract information regarding the performance of Algorithm 1 in terms of
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A PPENDIX A
P ROOF OF T HEOREM 1
The proof of Theorem 1 hinges on the use of the triangle
inequality on the triangle with vertices λ (tn+1 ), λ∗x(tn+1 ) and
λ∗x(tn ) to bound the distance kλ (tn+1 ) − λ∗x(tn+1 ) k as
kλ (tn+1 ) − λ∗x(tn+1 ) k

0.04

0
0

channel reliabilities, which then allows us to model routing by
means of optimization problems that accept link reliabilities
as inputs. The key idea proposed in this work was to join
control of mobility and communications in a hybrid scheme
with the discrete-time routing variables being the switching
signal in the continuous-time motion controllers. We provided
communication guarantees within a bounded error of optimality, which we explicitly characterized in terms of problem
specific constants. This work focused on local convergence
guarantees in the joint communication and mobility spaces
and points to a new direction in systems and control theory
on the interface with wireless networking.
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Min inter-robot distance minij {kxi − xj k|Tij R(xi , xj ) > 0}.

both communication and motion control. In particular, notice
that in Fig. 10 the maximum inter-robot distance converges at
about kxi − xj k ≈ 0.14, where R(xi , xj ) ≈ 0.23. Comparing
with Fig. 5(d), we see that the second order neighbors, namely
those neighbors two hops away as plotted in Fig. 5(d), are still
in communication range. However, the thickness of the lines
with the first order neighbors indicates that all information
is routed to them. This result is also observed in Fig. 11.
Notice that the minimum inter-robot distance converges at
about kxi − xj k ≈ 0.072, where R(xi , xj ) ≈ 0.75  0.23. In
fact, since for the leader ri0 = 0.7 and this information needs
to be routed to the AP via the path shown in Fig. 5(d), we
conclude that at equilibrium βi − ri0 ≤ 0.05 for all robots.
This also explains the value of the plots in Fig. 7 as the
time approaches t = 5. Also notice that the minimum interrobot distance observed at the early stages of the simulation in
Fig. 11, i.e., up until time t ≈ 1.5, is about kxi −xj k ≈ 0.006.
Comparing with the plot of the collision potentials in Fig. 4,
we see that this distance is small enough to justify the local
nature of these potentials [cf. (56)].
VI. C ONCLUSIONS
We considered the problem of ensuring communication
integrity in networks of mobile robots. Unlike existing approaches that associate network and graph connectivity, network integrity is defined as the ability of a network to
support desired communication rates. Our approach relies on
introducing weights on the communication links to capture

≤

kλ (tn+1 ) − λ∗x(tn ) k

+kλ∗x(tn+1 ) − λ∗x(tn ) k (58)

The bound in (58) separates consideration into the term
kλ (tn+1 ) − λ∗x(tn ) k and the term kλ∗x(tn+1 ) − λ∗x(tn ) k. The
term kλ (tn+1 ) − λ∗x(tn ) k is the distance between the iterate
λ (tn+1 ) at time tn+1 and the optimal multiplier λ∗x(tn ) at
time tn . This distance we expect to be smaller than the
corresponding distance kλ (tn ) − λ∗x(tn ) k at time tn , because
the dual update in (26) implements gradient descent in the
dual function. This is the factor that results in an exponential
convergence towards a neighborhood of the optimal. The term
kλ∗x(tn+1 ) −λ∗x(tn ) k captures the shift of the optimal multiplier
as the team reconfigures. This is the factor that results in a
steady state performance penalty. The proof of Theorem 1
relies in the bounding of the two terms in the right hand side
of (58) that we respectively derive in lemmas 1 and 2.
Lemma 1 Consider team configurations x and y with corresponding reliabilities R(xi , xj ) and R(yi , yj ) and denote
as λ∗x and λ∗y the optimal dual variables associated with the
respective rate optimization problems in (25). Assume (A1) and
(A4) are true and that reliabilities R(xi , xj ) and R(yi , yj ) do
not differ by more than a given constant δ > 0, i.e.,
|R(xi , xj ) − R(yi , yj )| ≤ δ.

(59)

Then, the 2-norm distance between optimal multipliers satisfies
2λmax J
2
δ.
(60)
λ∗x − λ∗y ≤
m
Proof: As per hypothesis, the dual function gx (λ) associated
with robot positions x is strongly convex. Hence, write the
strong convexity inequality in (27) for λ = λ∗x and µ = λ∗y
m
gx (λ∗y ) ≥ gx (λ∗x ) + ∇gx (λ∗x )T (λ∗y − λ∗x ) + kλ∗x − λ∗y k2 .
2
(61)
∗
Since λx is the optimal argument of the convex function
gx (λ) we know that for all feasible λ ≥ 0 it must be
∇gx (λ∗x )T (λ∗y − λ∗x ) ≥ 0 from where it follows that,
m
(62)
gx (λ∗y ) ≥ gx (λ∗x ) + kλ∗x − λ∗y k2 .
2
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The function gy (λ) associated with configuration y is also
strongly convex. An argument analogous to the one leading to
(62) can be used to yield the bound
m
(63)
gy (λ∗x ) ≥ gy (λ∗y ) + kλ∗x − λ∗y k2 .
2
Combine the inequalities in (62) and (63) and reorder terms
to obtain the bound
 
i
1 h
gx (λ∗y )−gx (λ∗x ) + gy (λ∗x )−gy (λ∗y ) .
kλ∗x −λ∗y k2 ≤
m
(64)
The bounds in (62)-(64) relate the distance kλ∗x − λ∗y k to
the differences in the dual values gx (λ∗y ) − gx (λ∗x ) and
gy (λ∗x ) − gy (λ∗y ) corresponding to the same functions evaluated at different dual arguments. Rearranging (64) yields
 
i
1 h
gx (λ∗y )−gy (λ∗y ) + gy (λ∗x )−gx (λ∗x ) .
kλ∗x −λ∗y k2 ≤
m
(65)

To
complete
the
proof
we
need
to
bound
T
T
λ∗x [Ay − Ax ] ty (λ∗x ) and λ∗y [Ax − Ay ] tx (λ∗y ) in
terms J, δ, and λmax . This requires some manipulation but
is conceptually straightforward. We first observe that for any
t it must be |[Ay − Ax ]t| ≤ (Jδ)1, where 1 is the column
vector of all entries equal to one and the absolute value is
taken on each element of the vector [Ay − Ax ]t. Indeed, the
i-th component of the product Ay t is, by definition, the right
hand side of the constraint in (3) evaluated at t:
X
([Ay − Ax ]t)i =
(R(xi , xj ) − R(yi , yj ))Tij
(71)
X
−
(R(xj , xi ) − R(yj , yi ))Tji

We interpret (65) as a bound on kλ∗x − λ∗y k based on the
differences in dual values gx (λ∗y ) − gy (λ∗y ) and gy (λ∗x ) −
gx (λ∗x ), corresponding to different functions evaluated at the
same dual arguments. These latter differences can be bounded
in terms of problem constants.
To do so consider the optimal multiplier λ∗x of the dual
function gx (λ) associated with robot positions x. Define
ry (λ∗x ) and ty (λ∗x ) be the primal Lagrangian maximizers
associated with robot positions y and multipliers λ∗x . We can
then write the value gy (λ∗x ) of the dual function corresponding
to spatial configuration y and multipliers λ∗x as
i

h

T
gy (λ∗x ) = f0 ry (λ∗x ), ty (λ∗x ) + λ∗x Ay ty (λ∗x ) − ry (λ∗x ) .
(66)
For the same multiplier λ∗x consider the value of the dual function gx (λ∗x ) associated with positions x. This value satisfies
n
o
T
gx (λ∗x ) = max f0 (r, t) + λ∗x [Ax t − r]
(67)
r,t


h
i
T
≥ f0 ry (λ∗x ), ty (λ∗x ) + λ∗x Ax ty (λ∗x ) − ry (λ∗x ) ,

To obtain the second inequality in (72) observe that the first
sum contains all the Tij transmissionPprobabilities outgoing
from robot i and it therefore satisfies
Tij ≤ 1. The second
sum involves the J −1 probabilities of transmission
to i. Since
P
each of them is smaller than 1, we have
Tji ≤ J − 1.
The bound in (72) can be written in vector form as
|[Ay − Ax ]t| ≤ (Jδ)1. Thus, for any λ it must be

where the inequality follows because the Lagrangian maximization yields a value that is, at least, equal to the Lagrangian
evaluated at ry (λ∗x ), ty (λ∗x ).
Subtracting (67) from (66) yields
gy (λ∗x )

−

gx (λ∗x )

≤

T
λ∗x

[Ay −

Ax ] ty (λ∗x ).

(68)

λ∗y

Likewise, consider the optimal multiplier
of the dual function gy (λ) associated with robot positions y and let rx (λ∗y )
and tx (λ∗y ) be the primal Lagrangian maximizers associated
with robot positions x and multipliers λ∗y . Mimicking steps
(66) through (68) we can write the analogous bound
T

gx (λ∗y ) − gy (λ∗y ) ≤ λ∗y [Ax − Ay ] tx (λ∗y ).

(69)

Substituting the bounds in (68) and (69) into the bound in (65)
followed by application of the triangle inequality leads to
kλ∗x − λ∗y k2 ≤
(70)
i
1 h ∗T
T
λ [Ay − Ax ] ty (λ∗x ) + λ∗y [Ax − Ay ] tx (λ∗y ) ≤
m x
i
1 h ∗T
T
λx [Ay − Ax ] ty (λ∗x ) + λ∗y [Ax − Ay ] tx (λ∗y ) .
m

Since each of the differences R(xi , xj ) − R(yi , yj ) are absolutely bounded by δ it follows that
X
X
|[Ay − Ax ]t|j ≤ δ
Tij + δ
Tji ≤ Jδ.
(72)

λT [Ay − Ax ]t ≤ (Jδ)λT 1 ≤ Jδλmax ,

(73)

were in the second equality we used the fact that because
all components of λ are nonnegative, λT 1 = kλk1 ≤ λmax
as per Assumption (A4). The bound in (73) can be
T
substituted for the terms λ∗x [Ay − Ax ] ty (λ∗x ) and
∗T
∗
λy [Ax − Ay ] tx (λy ) of (70) to obtain (60).
Lemma 2 Let x(tn ) denote the team configuration at time tn
and λ∗x(tn ) the corresponding optimal dual variable. Consider
the multiplier λ(tn ) at time t and the update λ(tn+1 ) obtained
from λ(tn ) through (13). Assume the step size is bounded as
 ≤ 1/M and define β 2 , 1/(1 + m). Then, the distances
between dual iterates and the optimal multiplier satisfy
kλ(tn+1 ) − λ∗x(tn ) k2 ≤ β 2 kλ(tn ) − λ∗x(tn ) k2

(74)

Proof: The derivation of (74) follows along the lines of the
convergence proof of projected gradient descent algorithms;
see e.g., [39, Ch. 3]. Define S(λ (tn )) , −(1/)(λ (tn+1 ) −
λ (tn )) so that we can write the dual update as λ(tn+1 ) =
λ (tn )−S(λ (tn )). Commence the proof by recalling that as a
consequence of the mean value theorem if the convex function
gx (λ) has Lipschitz gradients as stated in (28) it must be
M
kµ − λk2 (75)
2
Use this expression for x = x(tn ), µ = λ (tn+1 ), and λ =
λ (tn ) and reorder terms to bound gx(tn ) (λ (tn+1 )) as
gx (µ) − gx (λ) ≤ ∇gx (λ)T (µ − λ) +

gx(tn ) (λ (tn+1 )) ≤ gx(tn ) (λ (tn ))
− ∇gx(tn ) (λ (tn ))T S(λ (tn )) +

(76)
2

M
kS(λ (tn ))k2
2
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where we used the definition of S(λ (tn )) to write λ (tn+1 ) −
λ (tn ) = −S(λ (tn )).
We
first
work
on
bounding
the
term
∇gx(tn ) (λ (tn ))T S(λ (tn )). For doing so, consider variable
λ whose components are not necessarily positive and recall
that P[λ] denotes the Euclidean projection of λ on the convex
set λ ≥ 0. An important property of Euclidean projections in
a convex set is that for any λ0 ≥ 0 it holds
(λ − P[λ])T (λ0 − P[λ]) ≤ 0.

(77)

Use this property with λ = λ (tn ) − ∇g(λ (tn )) and
λ0 = λ∗x(tn ) . Notice that in this case P[λ] = P[λ (tn ) −
∇g(λ (tn ))] = λ (tn+1 ) by (26), which we can also write as
P[λ] = λ (tn ) − S(λ (tn )) using the definition of S(λ (tn )).
Thus, λ − P[λ] = S(λ (tn )) − ∇g(λ (tn )) from where it
follows that (77) implies

T

S(λ (tn ))−∇g(λ (tn ))
λ∗x(tn ) −λ (tn )+S(λ (tn )) ≤ 0
(78)
Expanding the inner product and rearranging terms in (78)
yields
−S(λ (tn ))T ∇g(λ (tn )) ≤ ∇g(λ (tn ))T (λ∗x(tn ) − λ (tn ))

− S(λ (tn ))T (λ∗x(tn ) − λ (tn )) − kS(λ (tn ))k2 (79)

Substituting the inequality in (79) into the one in (76) we
obtain
+ ∇g(λ (tn ))T (λ∗x(tn ) − λ (tn ))

− S(λ (tn ))T (λ∗x(tn ) − λ (tn ))


M 2
−  kS(λ (tn ))k2
(80)
+
2
Further using the fact that
gx(tn ) (λ (tn ))+∇g(λ (tn ))T (λ∗x(tn ) −λ (tn )) ≤ gx(tn ) (λ∗x(tn ) )
we can write
gx(tn ) (λ (tn+1 )) ≤ gx(tn ) (λ∗x(tn ) )−
(81)


2
M
− S(λ (tn ))T (λ∗x(tn ) − λ (tn )) +
−  kS(λ (tn ))k2 .
2
As required by hypothesis  < 1/M , which allows us to bound
M 2 /2 −  ≤ −/2. Substituting this bound in (81) yields
gx(tn ) (λ (tn+1 )) ≤ gx(tn ) (λ∗x(tn ) )


+ S(λ (tn ))T (λ (tn ) − λ∗x(tn ) ) − kS(λ (tn ))k2 . (82)
2

Consider now the squared distance to the optimum kλ (tn+1 )−
λ∗x(tn ) k2 at iteration tn+1 . Recall that we defined S(λ (tn ))
so as to write λ(tn+1 ) = λ (tn ) − S(λ (tn )) and expand the
square to obtain

T

− 2S(λ (tn )) (λ (tn ) −

λ∗x(tn ) )

(83)
2

The last two summands of the right hand sides of (82) and
(83) coincide except for a −2 factor. Solving (83) for these
summands and substituting the result in (82) yields
gx(tn ) (λ (tn+1 )) − gx(tn ) (λ∗x(tn ) ) ≤
(84)

1 
kλ (tn ) − λ∗x(tn ) k2 − kλ (tn+1 ) − λ∗x(tn ) k2 .
2

Finally, note that because gx (λ) is a convex function it holds
∇gx (λ∗x(tn ) )T (λ − λ∗x(tn ) ) ≥ 0 for any λ. Using this property
in the strong convexity assumption in (27) for µ = λ (tn+1 )
and λ = λ∗x(tn ) we obtain
kλ (tn+1 ) − λ∗x(tn ) k2 ≤
(85)


2
gx(tn ) (λ (tn+1 )) − gx(tn ) (λ∗x(tn ) )
m
Substituting (84) into (85), regrouping terms and using the
definition of β 2 = 1/(1 + m) the result in (74) follows.
To finalize the proof of Theorem 1 just notice that the
second term in the right hand side of (58) satisfies the bound
in Lemma 1, while the square of the first term satisfies the
bound in Lemma 2. Therefore
r
2λmax J
∗
∗
kλ (tn+1 ) − λx(tn+1 ) k ≤ βkλ (tn ) − λx(tn ) k +
δ
m
(86)
Applying the inequality in (86) recursively between times tn+1
and t0 yields
kλ (tn+1 ) − λ∗x(tn+1 ) k

gx(tn ) (λ (tn+1 )) ≤ gx(tn ) (λ (tn ))

kλ (tn+1 ) − λ∗x(tn ) k2 = kλ (tn ) − λ∗x(tn ) k2
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+  kS(λ (tn ))k2

≤ β n+1 kλ(t0 ) − λ∗x(t0 ) k
r
n
X
2λmax J
u
+
β
δ (87)
m
u=0
Pn
P∞
Observing that u=0 β u ≤ u=0 β u = 1/(1 − β) the result
in (32) follows after shifting time indices from tn+1 to tn .
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